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INTRODUCTION 

When a disaster strikes, there is a chilling certainty surrounding the damage path; people die, 

property is destroyed, and memories are erased. Disaster Mitigation is the effort to reduce loss of 

life and property, hence we formulate a stronger resiliency against risk factors.   

In order for Mitigation efforts to minimize the impact of these disastrous events we need to 

reexamine how we present and teach preparedness principles if we want to see a measurable 

reduction to human suffering and financial consequences.  

FirstLine was founded on the principles of disaster mitigation, prevention, preparedness, response, 

and recovery. However, today the reality is knowing that public sectors have completely failed at 

every turn regarding community resiliency. Preparedness only occurs when the citizenry is ready and 

willing to receive qualified preparedness information and training.  

Emergency Managers have dealt with a multitude of challenges over the past century and it’s 

undeniable that their efforts have fallen short. These EM’s have constantly faced massive push back 

from an audience that has been desensitized for decades by a complete lack of inspirational  
platforms. When we consider the cultural diversity of our communities it’s easy to concede that 

preparedness messaging needs a comprehensive overhaul.   

The first step toward initiating a pathway that the public will follow necessitates here and now 

technologies empowering handheld devices such as iPhones and iPads.  

• First Step: Develop a “VPN” or Virtual Private Network

• Second Step: Developing an Augmented Reality-App designed to transform and translate 

content into amazing imagery that is both interactive and participatory.

FirstLine’s AR preparedness messaging concepts articulate visualizations that resonate universally to 

businesses, individuals, and families. The messaging process once it is actively participating within 

the vast networks of product cultures presents immediate and endless possibilities regarding end user 

engagements. Engagements based on interactive and participatory AR experiences that builds 

community resiliency.   

The bleeding edge VPN and App technologies power motivational marketing designs that drives the 

human need for security and preparedness. Boosting individual and family responsibility minimizes 

the impact of life-threatening situations. FirstLine’s “Preparedness Messaging Network” integrates 

incentives, rewards, and compelling information into the very fabric of the VPN and App functions. 

The VPN and App functions reinforce and sustain the creation of habitual practices that are 

appropriate responses to preparedness principles. The ultimate result of the AR App experiences 

transforms communities into cultures of awareness and preparedness. 
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Who we are: FirstLine TaskForce is a for profit company utilizing VPN and AR technologies 

to brand, market, inspire, educate, and train individuals and businesses how to assemble 

mission critical components furthering secure communications and individual resiliency.  

1) VPN - Privacy and Security regarding our sovereign right to communicate one with 

another without fear of giving away one’s identity. 

2) Preparedness Messaging – The FirstLine App is a messaging system unparalleled by 

any former attempts by previous public-private sector partnerships, endeavoring to 

create urgency or perhaps popularity for preparedness among our citizenries.     

What we do:  

The VPN known as PRIVATE.LIFE provides multiple unique websites allowing the integration 
of location-based media, stories and other information for entertainment, education, and 
business. Bringing the best of the best together.  

 

Private.Life seeks to provide VPN access to a custom set of applications as well as general 

internet websites without giving away one’s identity. A VPN connection disguises user data 

traffic online and protects it from external access. Unencrypted data can be viewed by anyone who 

has network access and wants to see it. With a VPN, hackers and cyber criminals cannot decipher the 

data.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FirstLine TaskForce is steadfast in developing 

edutainment preparedness app platforms to implement 

disaster risk management based on the principles of 

mitigation by preventing the possibilities of new risk, 

reducing existing causes, and managing residual risk.  

The FirstLine App is an interactive and participatory 

edutainment platform elevating marketing and branding 

pathways designed to engage and involve individuals and businesses. Private sector 

businesses or “Business Heroes” are the very fabric needed to incentivize and reward 

individual, family, and business hero participation. The app ultimately contributes to 

strengthening community resilience and the reduction of disaster losses. 
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To accomplish our first phase objectives, the mobile app to be developed will facilitate and 

enforce 4 current preparedness mitigation principles:  

 

• Get-The-App 

• Make-A-Plan  

• Get-A-Kit  

• and Stay-Informed 

 

1. Get-The-App 

 
o Technologies: Execution of preparedness practices are introduced through the 

app based on bleeding edge technologies that includes (but not limited to) Augmented 

Reality, Geo Fencing, API’s, Chatbot, Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain and CMS 

functions to fully integrate Whole Community Preparedness concepts into measurable 

pathways of action. 

 
2. Make-A-Plan 

 
o The fully customizable app operates in real- 

time with AR functions allowing the user to 

create fun and engaging preparedness 

plans for the whole family. This involves 

scenarios pertaining to personal medical 

data, or organizing personal possessions, 

to gathering legal documents and 

insurance information as well as taking in 

the needs of our pet and animal families. 

 

3. Get-A-Kit 

 
o The app provides resources to critical materials allowing end users to construct 

and or purchase prepackaged kits from participating VPN network members. 
 

4. Stay-Informed 

 
o Using Augmented Reality, the app content is ultimately interactive and engaging. 

It remains relevant by being ever-evolving, and on-demand. 

 
o When disaster strikes, the app is a direct link to local emergency management 

agencies. 
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Interactive Engagements Among Business Heroes: 

 
o Business heroes: Business heroes are the supply line for rewards and 

incentives based on drawings, couponing, redeemable point campaigns, 

treasure hunts, edutainment programs, down loadable online activities, and 

much more. 

 

o Foot-Printing: Business heroes manufacture consumable products (in the 

millions) that are distributed throughout vast retail store networks such as, 

grocery, home improvement, hospitality chains, and home deliverables like pizza. 

By utilizing Augmented Reality technology, a pizza box becomes a powerful 

instrument to recruit app members as well as communicating awareness and 

preparedness messaging.  

 

o Additional benefits include but are not limited to marketing and branding 

campaigns based on the theme of preparedness. The theme provides unlimited 

orchestrations of and refreshment of preparedness content. Through the 

consistency, and unification of the preparedness messages end users are 

motivated to use the app again and again. 

 

 
Example Pizza Box: As seen here the app would recognize the image (AR trigger) on 

the box.  

 

The image triggers the AR experiences, activating a business hero ad with a 

preparedness message supporting the concept that “Everyone Is a First Responder” 
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o Opinion Leaders: Working with and including business heroes as opinion 

leaders presents tremendous opportunities for awareness campaigns throughout 

their product network. By adding Augmented Reality to product labels, the 

FirstLine app provides the ultimate opinion leader platform for preparedness and 

awareness partnerships. Buy a tub of potato salad and with the utilization of the 

app their label comes to life with an array of visuals, animations, videos, and 

interactive messages. The unlimited numbers associated with consumable 

products expose’s our citizenry repeatedly to a first of its kind, Preparedness 

Messaging System. The Business Hero label tells the compelling story about 

saving lives. 

How We Do It: 

Using a “top-down” approach where engagement starts one business hero at a time, each 

business can engage their customer base across vast geographical and cultural boundaries. 

Involving businesses is a giant first step toward creating a community with a common goal. 

The culturalization of preparedness resonates through our Business Heroes crediting them 

with lifesaving messages throughout their customer base under the theme of “Business 

Heroes.” Business hero products and services are a major part of the recovery process by 

increasing our base of end users and increasing our citizen outreach. 

Incentives: 

Rewards and benefits incentivize habitual 

behaviors with positive feedback 

delivered from business heroes to the app. 

To date over a billion such propaganda 

sheets and countless number of public 

forums have yet to move the needle 

regarding community resiliency. 

 
 

The app functions aligned with business heroes benefit citizenry in a variety of ways: 

• Member recruitment whereby end users opt to recognize and use any 

couponing opportunities offered by our Business Heroes. 
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• AR product labeling allows Business Heroes to communicate compelling stories to 

their customer base. Traditional advertising is abundant within social media platforms 

like banners. However, FirstLine’ Preparedness Messaging Network is a first of its kind 

to follow a theme for community resiliency rather than just another advertising stunt.  

• Augmented Reality has no limitations, consequently AR empowers what I like to call 
“design thinking” and has illuminating effects upon creativeness regarding marketing 
and advertising. 

 
• Treasure hunts are complemented with business hero products and services. 

 
• AR enhancements is the magic making 

preparedness popular. These edutainments 

(captivating and enjoyable content) and 

learning experiences are designed for the 

entire family. The pathway for children begins 

with coloring books, animations, and 

gamification immersed in educational 

preparedness topics. 

 
• The app features are a step-by-step process enriching the whole community with 

preparedness AR training concepts. 

 
• The app provides connectedness during times of disaster 

 
Augmented Reality Experiences, designated for phase 1 introduces our base belief that. 

“Everyone Is a First Responder” 
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Goals of the Preparedness Network: 

 

1. Prepare – Changing a “retractive and ill-prepared citizenry into a well-prepared 

and interactive community where Everyone is a First Responder!” The “Prepare” 

initiative is a preparedness communication technology assisting individuals before, 

during and after a disastrous event (following the protocol for disaster mitigation). 

 
2. Response - Responding safely to an emergency. The FirstLine app provides a 

step-by-step process to achieve the following: 

 
a. Save lives and prevent further property damage in an emergency. Response 

is putting your preparedness plans into action. 

b. Activate response activities. 

i. Seeking shelter from a tornado 

ii. Turning off gas valves in an earthquake 

 
3. Edutainment - Integrating disaster preparedness into the life of our citizenry on a 

consistent, regular basis encourages individuals and families to view preparedness as a 

societal issue with lifelong value rather than as an ad hoc exercise. FirstLine’s app 

reinforces the mitigation process for disaster preparedness and awareness combined 

with active involvement in participatory edutainment for the whole family. 

 
4. Partnerships - Emergency management professionals are integral components 

to both public and private organizations. From local to national agencies and 

governments, they promote resiliency in our communities while planning and preparing 

to respond to crises when needed. FirstLine’ perspective is that “resiliency is more than 

just strengthening our buildings and other infrastructure; it’s making sure that our 

citizens have the proper tools and skill sets to reduce the impact of future disasters.” 

The FirstLine App utilizing augmented reality provides building blocks for partnerships to 

achieve the common goal for a safer and more resilient community. 

 
5. Awareness - Community disaster awareness (DA) initiatives which inform and 

train local populations about how to prepare for natural disasters and emergencies can 

reduce a population’s vulnerability to specific hazards. In fact, the FirstLine app is built 

around the family unit. What is required for planning purposes is a DA strategy that is 

opportunistic in its timing, and which is integrated with other local and community 

development strategies. 
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6. Revitalization – Prepared is protected. The FirstLine app is a tool that will 

revitalize the stale and flat processes of government centric campaigns for 

preparedness. The app is the culmination of preparedness activities for citizens to 

achieve their individual responsibilities within the whole community. 

 
7. Evacuation Plan - Evacuation planning should establish a strong working 

relationship with the disabled community before a disaster occurs. The FirstLine app 

functions can assist emergency managers by identifying individuals with disabilities. The 

app can in turn disseminate information that will aid people with disabilities to assume a 

role in determining their own needs and therefore take on some of the planning 

responsibility for their needs. 

 

 
Capstone Projects: 

 

 
1. AR CPR Illustration – Using Augmented Reality  

to demonstrate a scenario whereby a survivor uses  

their CPR training to save a life.  The AR experiences 

can be triggered by any shape, image, or things such as the  

human body or magazine.  

 

The CPR / AR experience uses a map overlay showing  

the anatomy of the body and the proper sequences 

needed to save a life. 
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2. AR Product Display – Business Heroes are mission critical to ad revenue. Business 

Hero networks that have a client base in the millions like Domino’s Pizza are a powerful 

force to recruiting end users for, app membership and app participation.  

• Every time a pizza box is delivered is yet another opportunity to tell our story that 

“Everyone Is a First Responder.” 

 

• Get the app and get a coupon. There are approximately 1.5 million pizzas 

delivered every day affording a tremendous footprint for memberships. 

 

•   Dominos operates 16,100 stores in more than 85 countries globally 

 

•   Domino’s 2018 global retail sales estimated at $13.5 billion 

 

•   Dominos has more than 400,000 team members 

 

FirstLine’s AR App, in conjunction with business heroes like Domino’s will accomplish more 

in one month then all the government centric organizations did in the past century. The 

footprint above is the perfect multiplier maximizing opportunities to promote app 

membership.   
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3. AR Edutainment Experience – The preparedness messaging app begins with the 

basic steps Get-The-App, Have-A-Plan, Get-A-Kit, and Stay-Informed.  

 

• Individuals of all ages would receive a push notification instructing them to 

select a category of concern.  

 

• The notification is a treasure hunt embedded into an animated reading 

assignment. After finding the key phrases, words or symbols the end user 

places them into their correct order.  

 

• When a push notification comes in, the app user responds by placing keywords 

into their proper sequence (3 to 5 words with each AR treasure hunt 

experience). A business hero ad will play a preparedness message brought to 

you by the XYZ company.  

 

• These AR experiences earn points, coupons, and other rewards. 
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The capstone initiative is a preparedness consortium of design thinking. 

These three topics demonstrate just a brief insight of the preparedness 
messaging network. Our theme of preparedness mitigation proposes to 
invoke skills and knowledge throughout our combined citizenry. 
Ultimately our goal will be to develop strong arguments supporting AR 
solutions to overcome failures surrounding preparedness. 

 
 
 

Monetization / Revenue Engine: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. App Fee – 

 
2. Augmented Reality App Ad Sales – 

 
3. Proprietary Product Sales – 

 
4. AR Edutainment 
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Steven C. Swann  
 

Steve is a graduate of the Eccles 
School of Business at the University 
of Utah and has done technology and 
project management studies at Stanford and San Jose State Universities 
in Electronics Engineering, Programming, Business and Technology 
Management. He has 44 years of experience in Technology and Project 
management and holds multiple professional certifications in project 
management, telecommunications, and information technology. He was 
born in Yorkshire, England, and immigrated to America with his family in 
1957, growing up in the Silicon Valley Area, in California and becoming an 
American citizen in 1971.  

 
He was the National President, Vice President and Director for the InteCom Users Group and Chapter 
President, Vice President and Director in the Association of Information Technology Professionals 
organization. Utah GOP Central Committee member, Mayor and GOP Committee member. He became 
IT Director for American savings corporations installing some of the first Rolm switching systems and 
designing one of the first Diebold ATM networks.  
 
He then became the Global Telecommunications manager for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day 
Saints in Salt Lake City, directing all global telecomm, satellite and central switch operations and 
projects. In the late 80’s he was recruited to become the Corporate Telecommunications Manager for 
Apple Computer in Cupertino, CA, and was later was asked to become the Executive Producer/ General 
Manager of AppleTV, Apple’s Television Production and private satellite network. In the 1990’s, he was 
recruited as the CTO for the Orange County Newschannel designing new digital media systems for 
broadcasting, which later became CNN’s new all-digital media operations. Later becoming the CEO of 
Laguna Labs, he developed new digital broadcasting database software and hardware systems. For the 
last twenty-two years he has consulted on multiple projects in the Finance, Transportation and 
Technology space.  
 
Being the Project Leader on major projects such as Verizon’s Corporate CRM system, T-Mobile’s 
Corporate EPMO office, GE’s Global Web Portal development, the Armored Auto Group Corporate Data 
Systems Transition from Clorox and many other technology and Big Data projects in the U.S., Paris, and 
Shanghai. He has completed certifications as a PMP, project management professional, in telecommuni-
cations and in IT. As a British and American citizen, he has the tenacity of a British bulldog and only bites 
if necessary. He is currently the Chief Executive Officer for SWANN Technologies leading the 
manufacturing of business telecommunications IoT devices and assisting companies in technology 
research and business development.  
 
LinkedIn CV: https://www.linkedin.com/in/scswann/? 
msgControlName=reply_to_sender&msgConversationId=2- 
MDgxYzI0NDEtNzc5NC00MTIyLWE2NTAtNzg5Y2U0ZmU3YTEyXzAxMA%3D%3D&msgOverl ay=true 
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Russell Leavitt 

 
Telgian is a worldwide provider of 

comprehensive fire, security, life safety consulting and 
engineering/design services. Telgian partners with clients to produce 
innovative solutions that reduce exposure to loss from fire and 
disasters. The result is productive, profitable environments that keep 
businesses safe and compliant. Russell Leavitt’s Telgian roots can be 
traced to the genesis of the company. 
 
In 1990, he co-founded Fire Design Group, which merged with Tomes, 
Van. 
Rickley and Associates in 1991. He subsequently served in numerous. 

executive positions including TVA Fire and Life Safety President, Managing 
Member of Fire Materials Group, LLC, and CEO of Telgian. Today, Leavitt 

serves as the Executive Chairman and Board Member for Telgian Holdings, 
Inc., as well as the Chairman of Telgian Corporation. 
 
Leavitt is active in numerous trade and professional associations and holds several leadership positions. 
In 2013, he received the AFSA Henry S. Parmelee Award for dedication to the professional advancement 
of the fire sprinkler industry and improvement of fire safety through automatic sprinklers. He is also the 
recipient of the NFPA Standards Council Special Achievement award in 2018 for his work on the 2019 
edition of NFPA 13. 

In addition to serving on the Board of Directors for National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), he is the 
organization’s 1st-Vice Chair. He is also the Chair of the NFPA 13 Technical Committee for Fire Sprinkler 
system Discharge Criteria, a Principal Member of the NFPA Technical Committee for Installation and a 
Principal Member of NFPA 3, 4, and 25.  Leavitt is a non-voting member of the Automatic Sprinkler 
Correcting Committee and represents NFPA 13 on the Technical Committee for NFPA 909 (Code for the 
Protection of Cultural Resource Properties) and 914 (Code for the Protection of Historic Structures). 

Throughout his career, he has authored numerous articles and training guides, including the American 
Fire Sprinkler Association (AFSA) Beginning Inspector Training Program and the AFSA Online Hydraulics 
Training Program.  In addition, he is a major contributor to several NFPA Handbooks and served as the 
subject matter expert for numerous NFPA live and online training programs.  

Leavitt shares his 38+ years of experience in the fire protection industry by conducting training 
presentations for the Society of Fire Protection Engineers (SFPE), along with NFPA and AFSA.  

Leavitt is a Level IV NICET certified technician and Certified Fire Protection Specialist who holds fire 
protection contracting licenses in 35 states. He earned a Bachelor of Arts Degree from the University of 
Nevada, Las Vegas. 
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Otha (Bud) Proctor 
 

My career began in 1978 

at the southwest corner of 

Wyoming in a small town know as Evanston where I was hired by 

Schlumberger Well Services.  As a Global Energy Well Services company 

Schlumberger was comprised of specialized teams dedicated to 

comprehensive tool sets, (downhole oil drilling) computer log services, and 

technologies designed for oil field operations.   

 

Schlumberger had a long-standing commitment to health, safety, and the 

environment. I was hired as an Operations Engineer. My education and 

training were centered on oil field operations, while specializing in core gun 

explosives and the handling of cobalt-60, a radioactive element emitting y-

rays or an accelerator producing a beam of electrons. This source was used 

for CNL Density downhole logs.  

 

From 1980 to 1990 I consulted directly with the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Working side by 
side with Dr. Ralph Swisher, director of the Community & Family Preparedness Program, at FEMA headquarters in 
Washington, D.C. I designed and developed a visual communication network intended to aid first responders by 
enhancing their medical assessment proficiencies in the aftermath of a disastrous event. In addition, the visual 
communications network involved Homeland Security, and numerous state and county agencies regarding specific 
emergency plans for escape, evade, and evacuate tactics. Over a twenty-year period, I had the privilege to attend 
the following training seminars for emergency management organizations: 
 
• The 1994 National FEMA Conference in San Diego California, at which time the need for standardized 
communication was adopted. 
 
• Numerous high-profile conferences, starting with the1995 FEMA Conference for Disaster Preparedness and 
Family Protection Program in Emmitsburg, MD. 
 
• The Florida Governor’s Hurricane Conference in 1996, 97, 98, and 2000 in Tampa, Florida. 
 
• The Hurricane Expo in Port Charlotte, Florida 1996, 97, and 2000. 
 
• The National Hurricane Conference in Houston, Texas in 1996 and again in 1997. 
 
• The World FEMA Conference in 1997 in Vancouver, British Columbia. 
 
• The Florida Emergency Preparedness Association Conference in 1997 and 2000, attending the various workshops 
while completing several training programs for emergency management and staging area preparedness. 
 
I received my degree in information systems from Southern Utah University (SUU), following which I was recruited 
by PDI INC / American Express Health Care Division, a contractor for American Express. I became the director of 
the high value acquisition medical accounts for American Express from 2006 to 2009.  During my three years with 
American Express, I received the highest awards for account acquisitions, sales goals, and customer service, as well 
as divisional awards for service.  
 

In 2011 I started my own company known as FirstLIne TaskForce. FirstLine TaskForce (FirstLineTaskForce.app) over 

the past decade has endeavored to produce a platform capable of sculpting out a Preparedness Culture instituting 

a balance between American citizenry and disastrous events. FirstLine is consistent with ongoing efforts to reduce 

disaster risks through app technologies conveying a first of its kind preparedness messaging system.  
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Chris McCormick  
 

With over 20 years of 
management, sales, and business 
ownership experience, Chris is a proven leader. Known for his ability 
to craft the strategic vision required to achieve business goals, he 
offers a unique blend of executive acumen supported with strong 
leadership and team building skills. Chris believes in surrounding 
himself with high caliber individuals dedicated to meeting business 
goals, improving standards, and delivering exceptional performance.  
 
Chris has a great love for this community and a strong passion for 
the Chamber organization. His organizational proficiency and 

reputation for prudent use of resources has been instrumental in 
helping the Cedar City Area Chamber of Commerce progress throughout 

the years. Chris served on the Chamber board for over six years managing and working events, 
participated as an ambassador, and put together the Chamber's public policy guide.  
 
Helping businesses grow is important to Chris as he has been involved on all aspects of the business 
world. Chris has owned and operated several small businesses throughout the years and knows the 
challenges businesses face firsthand. Providing relevant resources and value for Chamber members is a 
primary focus for Chris. 
 
 
 

Craig Isom  
 

I am enjoying a second career in 
education and small business counseling 
after a 26.5-year career with Arthur Andersen. With Andersen I was 
an audit and small business consulting partner. 
 
I spent some time teaching accounting, auditing, and 
entrepreneurship on the Southern Utah University campus. Before 
that I taught for a couple of years at San Jose State University as 
well. 
 
My real passion is the small business consulting I do as Executive 

Director, of the Southern Utah University Business Resource Center 
(BRC), at which various of our "partners' are located to provide a one 

stop shopping experience for small businesses needing counseling and resources. The BRC represents 
the University's outreach and services to rural Utah. 
 
I have just been elected to a second, four-year term, on the Cedar City Council. We have master 
planning and broadband improvements on the agenda going forward.  
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Private.Life 
(Virtual Private Network) 

 
In today’s world the conservative voice of freedom is being crushed. Internet sites and the American people are 
being purged of their “First Amendment Rights” by those who would change our country into a Marxist and 
Socialistic society.  
 
Remember the 60’s? A time when there were only a few TV stations broadcasting the nightly news in an affirming 
and secure fashion. Americans shared in the common belief that the resourcefulness of the news content and 
those reporting it were accurate and trustworthy. During that time, it made us all of one heart and mind when it 
came to our country and our principles.  
 
We the people demand our sovereign right to communicate one with another without fear. A place that protects 
its people from being watched, spied upon, or utilized as a free asset for big tech, corrupt media, and big business.  
 

PRIVATE.LIFE’ VPN network is a deliberate first step and pathway concerning reinforcement and enhancement of 

our First Amendment Rights.  

 

PRIVATE.LIFE provides multiple unique websites allowing the integration of location-based media, stories and 
other information for entertainment, education, and business. Bringing the best of the best together.  
 
PRIVATE.LIFE seeks to provide VPN access to a custom set of applications as well as general internet websites 
without giving away one’s identity. A VPN connection disguises user data traffic online and protects it from 
external access. Unencrypted data can be viewed by anyone who has network access and wants to see it. With a 
VPN, hackers and cyber criminals cannot 
decipher the data.  
 
PRIVATE.LIFE’ VPN hides user IP addresses by 
letting the network redirect it through a specially 
configured remote server. Now, our users will 
have the confidence to surf the NET, knowing 
PRIVATE.LIFE VPN servers are now the source of 
their data. This means a user’s Internet Service 
Provider (ISP) and other third parties cannot see 
which websites they visit or what data they send 
and receive online.  

A VPN works like a filter turning all their data 
into "gibberish." Even if someone were to get 
their hands on such data, it would be useless. 

PRIVATE.LIFE evolves into a nexus of information 
focused upon American ideals and freedoms. A 
place where social media can thrive as originally 
intended, to be an open forum monitored only 
for civility and obscenity through a user council 
and not by corporate edict.  
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Key features:  
 

1. Free VPN login to a single site access that preserves personal security and confidentiality.  
 

2. A Custom dashboard of websites and applications access based on personal needs.  
 

3. New social media sites with location and time-based interactive information.  
 

4. News that is open and quickly validated by cross checking of internet websites.  
 

5. A single website (review site) to ensure the creditability of all URLs.  
 

6. PRIVATE.LIFE will review and recommend to our members websites that promote and uphold 
the principles of the First Amendment.  
 

7. All these features will be a combination of custom sites and affiliations with existing websites.  
 

8. ALL SITES WILL BE REVIEWED TO ENSURE THEY MEET STANDARDS THAT AMERICAN PRINCIPLES 
SUPPORT. PRIVATE.LIFE will become the nexus for secure and confidential access to all things on 
the internet.  
 

9. The Monetary Model: The revenue generation will come from a combination of subscription, 
clickthrough’s, affiliate fees and database provisioning based on use as it is applicable to the 
sites, membership, and access. 
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VPN Price – What are you paying for! 
 

 

 
In The case of free VPN’s, price is not measured in 

money. In general, it could include costs like: 

 

• A flood of third-party pop-ups ads on your device’s 

 

• Connection and online activity logging 

 

• The sale of your personal information to third parties 

 

• Slow connection speeds 

 

• A tiny selection of servers 

 

• Unreasonably limited bandwidth 

 

Developers need to make dedicated apps for various devices and operating systems. VPN’s have apps 

for the most widely used systems, such as Windows, Mac, Android, IOS, and Linux. Each version of the 

VPN needs to implement various features, such as split tunneling, a kill switch, and geo-unblocking 

capabilities, to name a few. 

 

Naturally, this does not mean that a free VPN is untrustworthy. PRIVATE.LIFE encourages users to do 

their due diligence and research the origin of the VPN provider. When thinking about the price of a VPN, 

it is important to remember that these services operate on a vast scale. It is much more complicated 

than just routing your connection through a remote server. 

 

Most users would agree that more extensive coverage like PRIVATE.LIFE is better. But that comes with 

added maintenance and monitoring costs, whether the VPN is renting servers or doing everything in-

house. When something inevitably goes wrong, users demand superior customer support like 24/7 

options to assist them.    

 

The bottom line is that most VPN’s have a good reason to be pricey. However, it only becomes apparent 
when you look under the hood. PRIVATE.LIFE in addition to the VPN Network has developed a Revenue 
Engine including a combination of subscription’s, clickthrough’s, affiliate fees and database provisioning, 
membership, and access. Also, PRIVATE.LIFE is introducing a first-of-its-kind app for a preparedness 
messaging network.  
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                                  Deciding Upon a VPN 

Router 
 

 

 
 

VPN routers are more powerful hardware units (in comparison to standard routers) capable of 

connecting to VPN servers and protecting all your Web data. 

 

When it comes to standard routers, they oversee connecting your devices to the Web. Some routers 
might come with more advanced options, such as parental controls. However, none of those standard 
routers can be used with VPNs, which require extra processing power. 

To connect your router to a VPN server, you will need a device designed with powerful CPUs, dedicated 
memory modules, and robust internal components. The result is the ability to transmit encrypted data 
between your devices and Web servers, rerouted using a specific VPN server. 

In simpler terms, VPN routers do everything that standard routers already do – but they also go beyond 
that by securing your Web data. That is the reason why VPN routers usually cost more than typical home 
routers. 

VPN routers work by transmitting ALL your Web data (incoming and outgoing) through a VPN tunnel. 
This applies to data of any device connected to that router. 

In addition VPN’s can be installed on an iPhone or Android device or even on a media streaming device. 
Noting that a VPN will work on a per-device basis. That means you will need to connect to your VPN on 
each device manually. 

Once you decide to use a VPN router, the “flow” of your Web data changes. Since you will install your 
VPN on a router, data encryption no longer happens on a per-device basis. Instead, if your VPN is active 
on your router, any device connected to that router will be protected.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.technadu.com/best-parental-control-routers/101652/
https://www.technadu.com/how-to-setup-and-configure-vpn-on-ios/23455/
https://www.technadu.com/how-to-setup-vpn-on-android/24131/
https://www.technadu.com/install-vpn-on-fire-tv-fire-tv-stick-and-fire-tv-cube/37088/
https://www.technadu.com/vpn-encryption/6808/
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INTERNET SERVER 

 

 

 

Internet Servers and Clients 

 
The browser function breaks the URL into three parts: 

 

• The protocol (“http”)   

• The server’s name (www.xyzworks.com) 

• The file name (“web-server.html”) 

 

In general, all the machines on the internet can be categorized as two types: servers and clients. Said 

machines provide services to other machines and servers. And the machines that are used to connect to 

those services are clients.  

 

When you connect to a web-browser to read a page, the browser is providing a machine (probably a 

cluster of very large machines), for use on the internet, to service your content request. The browser is 

providing a server. The home machine, on the other hand is probably proving no services to anyone else 

on the internet. Therefore, it is a user machine, also known as a client. 

 

A server machine may provide one or more services on the internet. A server machine might have 

software running it that allows it to act as a Web server, an e-mail server, and an FTP server.  

 

Clients that come to a server machine do so with a 

specific intent, so clients direct their requests to a 

specific software server running on the overall server 

machine.  

 

To keep all these machines straight, each machine on 

the internet is assigned a unique address called an IP 

address. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.xyzworks.com/
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 Finding the VPN with Iron Clad Protocols 

 

 

The primary reason anyone wants to use a VPN service is 

to protect their data and device from anyone who wants to wreak 

havoc. PRIVATE.LIFE offers foolproof protection, not just for your device but, more importantly, your 

data. 

 

Compatibility for Your Device 
Compatibility is something to be highly considered and checked before anyone purchases VPN software. Although 

most VPN services support the most common operating systems like Mac, Windows, iOS, Android, Linux, noting 

that many others, just do not. PRIVATE.LIFE seeks to provide VPN access to a custom set of applications as well as 

general internet websites. 

 

Maximum Number of Connections 
The reality today is that people are using multiple devices, noting that in particular instances it is common that 

they will share with others. PRIVATE.LIFE will offer a VPN connection with at least five connections, considering 

that people would have two primary devices linked to the internet. For more than two devices, we would extend 

the number of connections to 7 or 10. 

 

Server Locations 
The best usage of VPN is to access websites that are otherwise restricted in your location. If you have your VPN 

service provider with servers in Asia or Europe, it will not do you any good. The best VPN service provider should 

also have an HQ somewhere where there is no internet surveillance, and its government does not have retention 

laws. PRIVATE.LIFE ensures your anonymity while conducting business or just searching the internet. 

 

Number of servers 
The number of servers would give you foolproof anonymity, which is the second purpose of why a VPN has been 

created, and of course, the number of sites you have access to.  

 

Speed 
For any internet user, speed at which you can obtain information is of the utmost importance.  

 

Easy Interface 
The best VPN services have intuitive UI’s. VPN software is not only used by hackers and tech geniuses but ordinary 

people as well. PRIVATE.LIFE will always be the leading edge for VPN services that are more user friendly to the 

user.  
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VPN and Internet Security at Home 
 

A Virtual Private Network is a vital tool for internet security, 
especially when you are working from home. 

 

When you use the internet, your traffic is the flow of data between your computer and the internet. This is the 
case whether you are on a computer, laptop, smartphone, or tablet. During this time, your data is open and 
accessible to anyone who can intercept it.  

This could be your Internet Service Provider, government agencies, your employer or even hackers. A public Wi-Fi 
network, password-protected or otherwise, can present even greater vulnerabilities, as you cannot be sure who 
has access to the hotspot. 

Attackers use access points to switch SSIDs to match the ones that the devices are asking for. Granted, this is an 
exotic attack, but one that can be carried out successfully.  

When you connect to a VPN, your traffic flows through a remote server. When you use the internet, it is as if you 
are using that computer rather than your own. On the way to and from the server, your data is transferred via an 
encrypted tunnel. The “encrypted” part means that your data is sent in an uninterpretable form. The “tunnel” is 
the secure connection between your computer and the server. Only your computer and the server have the key to 
translate the encryption — to anyone else who intercepts the data, it will look like nonsense. 
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       PRIVATE.LIFE VPN Network 

 

ZYBER’ VPN provides a secure and customizable 
dashboard interface. In addition, the dashboard 
allows for complete security and incognito access to:  

• Proprietary Databases   

• Websites 

• Internet Searching 

• Shopping through a centralized 
dashboard allowing access to 
customized tools. 

• Social Media Information and 
geo-databases 
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VPN use and Global Security 

 

VPN Use and Cybersecurity go hand in hand. With 
Cybersecurity becoming a growing concern for many individuals, 

businesses and organizations, trends heading into 2021 show an increase in VPN use to combat cyber security 
threats. 

Current Cybersecurity Landscape 

The changing trend in the cybersecurity landscape suggests a growth in cybersecurity threats and breaches and 
suggests a lack of preparation from many businesses. 

• 2021 was marked as a year of accelerated malicious activity across victims and targets. (Symantec) 

• 43% of businesses were a victim of cybersecurity breach in 2018. (Cyber Security Breaches Survey 2021). 

• VPN market has increased by 23% during 2021, with ExpressVPN and NordVPN the world’s two largest 
retail providers. (Symantec) 

• On average, 24,000 hazardous mobile apps are blocked every day. (Symantec) 

• 41% of companies have over 1000 sensitive files open to the public (Varonis) 

• 30 million personal records were stolen from Facebook in 2020. (Symantec). 

• The average cost of losing sensitive information is approximately $4 billion. (Cloud Mask) 

Risks Of Cybersecurity 

Deemed to be a year of increased cyber threat, 2020 is set to be the year where cyber criminals become more 
advanced in their activity. The risk of cybersecurity not having proper security has greater damaging effects than 
ever. 

• It is predicted that a business will fall victim to a ransomware attack every 14 seconds in 2021. 
(Cybersecurity Ventures). 

• Identify theft and persona spoofing on online chat rooms such as Omegle has become commonplace. 

• The biggest risks for users and businesses in 2019 is data leaks. (Heimdal Security) 

• The risk of having weak cybersecurity can lead to a breach of confidentiality, identity theft and 
detrimental data breaches. (Mazarsledger) 

• Since 2016, there has been a 54% increase in mobile malware variants. (Symantec). 

• In 2018, there were 24,291 reports of phishing incidents with November being the most profitable month 
for scammers. 

VPN Use and Cybersecurity 

Whilst VPNs are mostly used for accessing entertainment and content, VPN’s can also be used as cybersecurity as 
an additional level of safety for online users. 

• An increase in cybercrime had led to the increase in VPN use. 

• Data privacy has driven up VPN use. 

• 93% of IT professionals report challenges with ensuring data privacy. 

• There is a current trend of growth in VPN use due to public awareness and cybercrime. 

https://onerep.com/files/whitepaper/consumer-privacy-trends-whitepaper.pdf
https://www.vpncompass.com/how-to-get-unbanned-from-omegle/
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VPN tunnel: What is it and how does it 

work? 

How does the VPN tunnel work? 

In essence, when you click on links or 
download files from a site, no one will 
know it is your activity. It is as if your 
VPN provider has built a tunnel around 
your online activity, providing a barrier 
between it and everyone else. 

Using a VPN alone may not be enough 
to protect your online privacy, though. 
That is why PRIVATE.LIFE provides 
several steps to encrypt the data you 
send and receive while you are online. 
When your data is encrypted, it is 
scrambled so snoops cannot intercept 
and decipher it. 

When you enable this added layer of 
protection, hackers, businesses, 
governments, or others will not be able 
to track what sites you visit, files you download, videos you stream, or online games you play. 

Hiding your IP address and encrypting the data you send and receive is a powerful combination to help keep your 
online browsing sessions private. 

VPN tunnel protocols 

Not all VPN tunnels are equally effective in protecting your online privacy. The strength of a tunnel depends on the 
type of tunneling protocol your VPN provider uses. Some protocols are outdated and may not provide data 
encryption that is strong enough to deter online snoops.  

PPTP 

Point to Point Tunneling Protocol — better known as PPTP — is one of the oldest versions still in use today. The 
strength of this protocol is its speed: It features extremely fast connection speeds. This speed comes at a cost, 
though. PPTP is fast partly because its level of data encryption is weak by today's standards. This means it is easier 
for outsiders to crack the encryption provided by this protocol. If you want more protection, investigate a stronger 
form of protocol. 

L2TP/IPSec 

Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol, when used with Internet Protocol Security, is a step up from basic PPTP. That is 
because this level of tunneling protocol offers two stages of protection: Both the L2TP and IPSec portions of this 
protocol create their own encryption. This results in two layers of protection for your online data. 

 

https://us.norton.com/internetsecurity-privacy-what-is-encryption.html
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The downside? This type of tunneling protocol, because of the two layers of encryption, can result in slower online 
connection speeds. L2TP/IPSec sometimes gets blocked by firewalls, too. That is because this type of VPN 
tunneling uses fixed ports. 

SSTP 

Secure Socket Tunneling Protocol is unusual because it is only available on Windows operating systems. This type 
of tunneling protocol is very secure, making it a safe choice. It also does not use fixed ports, so it is easier for SSTP 
to get through firewalls. 

The problem, of course, is that this protocol is not available for operating systems other than Windows. That shuts 
out many potential users. 

OpenVPN 

If you are looking for the strongest protection while online, you should consider investing in a VPN service provider 
that relies on the OpenVPN protocol. 

This protocol works with all the major operating systems, Linux, Window, and Mac, on the mobile operating 
systems of Android and iOS. 

Maybe you prefer an independent operating system? OpenVPN might have you covered, because it works with 
such systems as FreeBSD, NetBSD, Solaris, and OpenBSD. 

OpenVPN is currently considered the top form of VPN tunneling protocol. That is because its encryption is 
especially strong. It is also adept at getting past firewalls. 

Protecting your privacy while online 

The key to VPN tunneling is to use the PRIVATE.LIFE service. A VPN cannot keep your identity private or encrypt 
the data you send and receive if you skip that extra step of connecting to your VPN provider first before you access 
the internet. 

Remember, too, that to truly protect your online privacy, you will need to enable VPN protection on any device 
you use to reach the web from public locations. It does not help to have your laptop protected by a VPN only to log 
onto the internet with your smartphone while you are relaxing at the coffee shop. 

The bottom line? VPN tunneling is a must for online privacy. Just make sure you use your VPN service once you 
sign up with it. 
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Contact Information 

 

 
Bud Proctor CEO 

FirstLine TaskForce Disaster Defense 

808 S 1750 W 

Cedar City UT, 84720 

(702) 355-3283 

Email – info@firstlinetaskforce.app  

Email – bud4case@msn.com 

Website – WWW.Firstlinetaskforce.app 

mailto:info@firstlinetaskforce.app
http://www.firstlinetaskforce.app/
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